For daytime activity, flaggers shall wear a high visibility hard hat; safety glasses; a Performance Class 3 top OR a Performance Class 2 top; and safety footwear.

Choose One
- hard hats must be high visibility

OR

Choose One
- prescription

Choose One
- hard hats may be any color or design

For daytime activity, workers shall wear a hard hat; safety glasses; a Performance Class 3 top OR a Performance Class 2 top; and safety footwear.

Choose One
- hard hats must be high visibility

OR

Choose One
- prescription

Choose One
- hard hats may be any color or design

Nighttime Flagger PPE

Class 3 Vest
Class 3 Shirt
Class 3 Jacket

Class 2 Vest
Class 2 Shirt
Class 2 Jacket

Class E Pants
Class E Shorts or Gaiter
Class E Coverall

Daytime Flagger PPE

Class 3 Vest
Class 3 Shirt
Class 3 Jacket

Class 2 Vest
Class 2 Shirt
Class 2 Jacket

Class E Pants
Class E Shorts or Gaiter
Class E Coverall

Nighttime Worker PPE

Choose One
- hard hats must be high visibility and reflective

OR

Choose One
- prescription

Choose One
- hard hats may be any color or design

For nighttime activity, flaggers shall wear a high visibility/reflective hard hat; safety glasses; a Performance Class 3 top and a Class E bottom OR a Performance Class 2 top and a Class E bottom; and safety footwear.

Nighttime Worker PPE

Choose One
- hard hats may be any color or design

For nighttime activity, workers shall wear a hard hat; safety glasses; a Performance Class 3 top and a Class E bottom; and safety footwear.

Class E Pants
Class E Shorts or Gaiter
Class E Coverall

Nighttime Worker PPE

Choose One
- hard hats may be any color or design

OR

Choose One
- prescription

Choose One
- hard hats may be any color or design

MT13.113

- PPE = Personal Protective Equipment
- PPE is not required in fully enclosed equipment/cab
- PPE examples reflect minimum requirements
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